MEET THE YTC REBBEIM

M E S I V TA

Rebbe and Talmid–

FORGING A RELATIONSHIP FOR A LIFETIME

RABBI YAAKOV ORLOFF

RABBI MOSHE CHILL

Rabbi Orloff is originally from Los Angeles, and learned
in Mesivta of Long Beach, and by R’ Tzvi Kaplan Rabbi
Orloff was a member of Kollel Zichron Shneur and is
the mechaber of several popular seforim.

Rabbi Chill originates from Monsey, and learned in
Yeshiva Gedolah of Patterson, and by R’ Tzvi Kaplan.
Rabbi Chill was in the Los Angeles Kollel for 8 years, then
a Rebbi in Yeshiva Gedolah of LA, before joining YTC.

9th grade Maggid Shiur

10th grade Maggid Shiur

RABBI YISROEL FIELD

RABBI NAFTALI SEIDENFELD

Rabbi Field hails from Boston, and learned in Yeshiva
Tiferes Baruch in Springfield, Yeshivas Brisk and BMG.
He was in the LA Kollel for 9 years, then a Rebbi in
Mesivta of Greater LA, before joining our Yeshiva.

Rabbi Seidenfeld originates from Boro Park, and learned
in Yeshiva Gedolah of Passaic, Yeshivas Brisk and was a
Rosh Chaburah in BMG. He was a 12th grade Rebbi at YTC
for 7 years, before becoming the Menahel as well in 2017.

11th grade Maggid Shiur

Yeshiva Toras Chaim is headed by its founders,
world-renowned Roshei HaYeshiva, Harav
Yisroel Meir Kagan, shlit”a and Harav Yitzchok
Wasserman, shlit”a. Together, they have been
developing, refining and directing Yeshiva
Toras Chaim for over 50 years. The Mesivta
is fortunate to have their active guidance
and hands-on leadership, as well as the daily
example in Torah and midos they provide.
Their legendary kesher with 5 decades
of talmidim and alumni is a return on their

investment in the hatzlocha of each and
every talmid, expressed in their accessibility
to, and caring for, each bochur. Yeshiva
boasts outstanding Rebbeim who, with great
dedication and support, encourage the talmid’s
academic, social, emotional and ruchniyus
growth. With wisdom and vision, each Rebbe
refines and develops the derech halimud, skill
set, midos tovos, and accentuates the special
kochos, of each talmid.

Menhael/ 12th grade Maggid Shiur

BAIS MEDRASH
RABBI DOVID NUSSBAUM

RABBI YAAKOV KAMENETSKY

Rabbi Nussbaum originates from the Midwest
and learned in BMG for many years before
moving to Denver in 1985 with his family to join
the Yeshiva’s Kollel. He was a talmid of YTC and
has been giving shiurim in the Yeshiva for over
30 years.

Rabbi Kamenetsky grew up in Philadelphia, and learned
in Philadelphia Yeshiva, and the Yeshivos of R’ Ephraim
Zureivin and R’ Elya Chaim Swerdloff. He served as a
Rosh Chaburah for 6 years in BMG and subsequently
moved to Denver with his family in the spring of 2020,
when he joined the Yeshiva.

Bais Medrash Maggid Shiur

Bais Medrash Maggid Shiur

RABBI ELI MOZES

RABBI ELISHA ZEIGER

Rabbi Mozes is from Lakewood. He learned in Mesivta
Kesser Torah of Belmar and by R’ Tzvi Kaplan in Eretz
Yisroel. He moved to Denver in 2013 to join the Denver
Community Kollel before joining the Yeshiva in 2017.

Rabbi Zeiger grew up in Philadelphia, and
learned in Yeshiva Beth Moshe of Scranton,
as well as BMG. Rabbi Zeiger moved to
Denver in 2006 to join the Yeshiva.

1st Seder Shoel Umeishiv/Director of Recruitment

RAISING INSPIRED BNEI TORAH:

A Talmid Today
AND

Second Seder Shoel Umeishiv

1555 Stuart Street • Denver, CO 80204
www.ytcdenver.org

Forever

WHAT IS UNIQUE ABOUT YTC?
• Weekly Oneg Shabbos at Rebbeim’s homes

WHAT MAKES YTC UNIQUE

• Monthly Motzei shabbos Rec-Center outings
• Bi-annual, incentive-oriented skiing and over-night camping trips

• Venerated Roshei Yeshiva, talmidim of
Harav Aharon Kotler, zt”l

YOUR SON’S HOME AWAY FROM HOME

Cultivating &
Nurturing Growth

• Annual Rocky Mountains 2-day retreat
• Lifetime, cohesive friendships cultivated and maintained

• Energetic, seasoned and devoted Rebbeim
• Individualized attention, understanding and warmth
• Innovative Kinyan Masechta Program

As beneficiaries of this wholesome chinuch,
Yeshiva’s alumni are well prepared as true
stewards of Yeshiva’s mission of raising
generations of inspired Bnei Torah. We
are humbled and awed to continue seeing
the far-reaching effects of YTC chinuch on
five decades of Klal Yisroel, as it grows

exponentially with the blossoming of our
alumni who serve as Rabbonim, leaders,
educators and philanthropists in Denver
and worldwide. Many bochurim remain
in YTC for several years of Bais Medrash,
while others move on to make their mark
in prominent and prestigious yeshivos.

• Prestigious NCACS accredited, full curriculum
General Studies Program
• Highly qualified General Studies teachers
• Weekly Oneg Shabbos at Rebbeim’s homes

The Yeshiva campus consists of a brand-new dormitory facility, contiguous
with a spacious and beautifully remodeled Bais Medrash and school building.

• Weekly Motzei shabbos Rec-Center outings
• Lifetime, cohesive friendships cultivated and maintained

Framed by the backdrop of the snow-capped, Rocky Mountains, the
Yeshiva’s idyllic setting, removed from the bustle of big-town distractions,
provides the optimum environment for Aliya b’ruchnius, academic
development and healthy, recreational pursuit.

DORMITORY FEATURES:
• Well-appointed, brand new
furnishings, decor and amenities
• Generous closet and shelving
space, per student

• Exercise, library, laundry and
recreational rooms
• Refrigerator per dorm room

A MESORAH OF

”

Learning and Leadership

Home…I have arrived at the place and to the people who nurtured my transition from boy
to man, from learning by rote to learning b’hislahavus, to the loving care of my Rebbeim.

”

– Quoted by an Alumnus at the Alumni Yovel Reunion Shabbos 5777

• Student lounge with kitchenette
• Privacy phone room

